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APS and Open Data



Why are we talking about Open Data?
¡Feb. 2013 OSTP memorandum: “The 

Administration is committed to ensuring that, 
to the greatest extent and with the fewest 
constraints possible and consistent with law 
and the objectives set out below, the direct 
results of federally funded scientific research 
are made available to and useful for the 
public, industry, and the scientific community. 
Such results include peer-reviewed 
publications and digital data.”





DOE Data Management Plans
¡ … researchers must consider the data needed to validate research findings

¡ … making all research data displayed in publications resulting from the 
proposed research open, machine-readable, and digitally accessible to the 
public at the time of publication
¡ data that are displayed in charts, figures, images, etc.
¡ underlying digital research data used to generate the displayed data should be 

made as accessible as possible to the public in accordance with the principles 
stated above.

¡ This requirement could be met by including the data as supplementary information 
to the published article, or through other means.

¡ The published article should indicate how these data can be accessed.



Sharing and Preservation (from DOE)
¡ Data sharing means making data available to people other than those 

who have generated them.

¡ Data preservation means providing for the usability of data beyond the 
lifetime of the research activity that generated them.

¡ In the context of this statement, validate means to support, corroborate, 
verify, or otherwise determine the legitimacy of the research findings. 
Validation of research findings could be accomplished by reproducing 
the original experiment or analyses; comparing and contrasting the 
results against those of a new experiment or analyses; or by some other 
means.



NSF
¡“What constitutes such data will be determined by the 

community of interest through the process of peer review 
and program management. This may include, but is not 
limited to: data, publications, samples, physical 
collections, software and models.”

¡“What constitutes reasonable data management and 
access will be determined by the community of interest 
through the process of peer review and program 
management. In many cases, these standards already 
exist, but are likely to evolve as new technologies and 
resources become available.”

https://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/dmpfaqs.jsp





What is data?
¡ Raw data: data captured from an experimental apparatus or initial data generated for a 

theoretical study

¡ Structured database: A curated database that stores data for querying and analysis

¡ Processed data: Data that has been calibrated, organized, and selected (through 
binning or cuts, for example) from raw data for further analysis

¡ Figure/Plot/Table data: Machine-readable data files that contain the data displayed in a 
figure, plot, or table in a publication

¡ Software: The software used to create, process, and analyze the data

¡ Workflow: Instructions, frameworks, or scripts use to run the software

¡ Software environment: A specification or an instantiation of the requisite operating 
system, architecture, libraries, machine state, etc., that are necessary to run the 
software/workflows



Gathering community feedback
¡ Mike Lubell, Matthew Salter, and I met briefly with Michael Hildreth (University of 

Notre Dame) at last year’s April meeting

¡ Office of Public Affairs (Allen Hu) solicited feedback from unit leaders in April
¡ Do members of your unit typically have the infrastructure required to carry out the mandate 

contained in the recommendation?

¡ As digital archiving methods change over time, do most members of your unit have the 
capability to maintain access to data for the foreseeable future?

¡ Assuming there are no additional federal funds available, would your institution be able to 
provide the necessary resources to implement the recommendation?

¡ Do you have other concerns about the ability of your unit members and their institutions to 
implement the recommendation?

¡ Prepared draft report (Hu) and discussions with APS Physics Policy Committee



Summary of Concerns Expressed in 
Unit Leadership Feedback

¡ Lack of clarity in what and how much data are expected to be included under the 
mandate.

¡ Placing additional significant requirements on researchers to store and prepare files 
for open data without a concomitant increase in resources.

¡ The challenge of widely varying data intensity and disparate levels of effort in 
implementing open data, across a vast array of scientific fields and Federal 
agencies

¡ Potential for misunderstanding data sets without significant additional context and 
effort.

¡ Potential difficulties in maintaining access to data as digital archiving methods 
change over time. 

¡ A lack of accurate estimates of all the costs involved with setting up and 
maintaining an open data system, including the time and effort of researchers and 
the administrative and technology burdens on research institutions.



Survey
¡Went on to do a survey sent to over 5,000 APS journal 

authors to assess more quantitatively current practices 
and attitudes. About 550 responses.

¡Our goal is to try to characterize what, if any, extra 
expense and effort would be needed to make various 
types of data publicly accessible.



Q8: In the past three years, have you or 
your research group privately shared data 
and/or software with other researchers or 
research groups?



Q9: In the past three years, has another 
researcher or research group privately 
shared their data and/or software with 
you or your research group?



Q7: If the necessary infrastructure and funding 
were available, how inclined would you be to 
make your data, software, and documentation 
necessary for its interpretation publicly available?



Q5: Please indicate the level of 
staffing/funding that would be required for you or 
your research group to make publicly 
accessible the following items on a sustained basis.



Survey Takeaways
¡ Significant majority of responders have recently shared table/plot data, processed data, 

and/or software
¡ relationship to and impact on publications less clear

¡ Majority have established archival policies for data & software
¡ are already doing the preservation necessary for open access
¡ less than half say they could do preservation and sharing with current resources if more than figure/table 

data is required
¡ ~3/5 of respondents would make their data publicly-accessible with appropriate resources and 

infrastructure (without a mandate)

¡ No one is sure who has the infrastructure that could function as a true open data archive
¡ local repositories seem to be held in best esteem

¡ Broad spectrum of respondents; predominantly small research groups
¡ is this representative of the “long tail”?

Courtesy of M. Hildreth



Comments from Respondents
More than 100 people wrote comments.  Some themes:

¡ raw data is worthless without further processing

¡ in some disciplines, data sharing is the norm and works fine
¡ In some disciplines it doesn’t work and no one shares, even when asked
¡ subfields are definitely distinct and should be treated that way

¡ intellectual capital invested in software can be substantial, so mandating sharing or 
open-source is problematic

¡ excessive cost (time and money) of mandate to go beyond simple figures/tables data

¡ data/software sharing is important and should be supported

¡ need for infrastructure to support open access and archiving

¡ importance of embargos

Courtesy of M. Hildreth



Next Steps
¡Gather more guidance from you, the APS Unit Leadership 

(smart phone, tablet, or laptop)

¡Continue to work with OPA to formulate APS 
recommendations

¡APS journals enhancing our editorial policies, submissions 
server, and journal platform to better handle data and the 
associations among publications and data sets.
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APS Collaborative Involvement (Journals)
¡ National Data Service Consortium

¡ Open Linked Data Repository for Article-Data Associations (OLDRADA) – proposal 
from Elsevier with short timeline – now called Scholix

¡ Materials Genome Initiative – White House, $250 million effort

¡ Force11/Data Citation Implementation Group

¡ NISO Journal Article Tagging Suite (JATS) Standing Committee

¡ Research Data Alliance – standards setting group

¡ AAHEP Information Provider Summits – Collaboration among high energy 
physics, astronomy, and astrophysics information providers (publishers, 
INSPIRE, PDG, JaCoW, ADS, arXiv, HepData, etc.)

¡ CHORUS



Repositories and Services
¡ figshare – Digital Science (part of 

Macmillan) – rich set of services for 
disseminating and viewing data files; 
long-term preservation prospects unclear

¡ Dryad Digital Repository - DataDryad.org
is a curated general-purpose repository 
that makes the data underlying scientific 
publications discoverable, freely 
reusable, and citable. Dryad has 
integrated data submission for a growing 
list of journals; submission of data from 
other publications is also welcome.

¡ Zenodo - A CERN service, Zenodo is an 
open dependable home for the long-tail 
of science, enabling researchers to share 
and preserve any research outputs in any 
size, any format and from any science.

¡ HepData – University of Durham - The 
Durham HepData Project has for more 
than 30 years compiled the Reactions 
Database containing what can be 
loosely described as cross sections from 
HEP scattering experiments. They are all 
made publically available in the 
Reaction Data Database.

¡ DataCite - a DOI registration authority for 
data sets; akin to CrossRef for journal 
articles; managed by TIB, the German 
National Library of Science and 
Technology, and other member 
organization (mostly libraries)



Data Journals – Another Approach
¡ GigaScience (BioMedCentral/Springer) aims to revolutionize data 

dissemination, organization, understanding, and use. An online open-access 
open-data journal, we publish 'big-data' studies from the entire spectrum of 
life and biomedical sciences. To achieve our goals, the journal has a novel 
publication format: one that links standard manuscript publication with an 
extensive database that hosts all associated data and provides data analysis 
tools and cloud-computing resources.

¡ Scientific Data (Nature Publishing Group) is an open-access, peer-reviewed 
publication for descriptions of scientifically valuable datasets. Our primary 
article-type, the Data Descriptor, is designed to make your data more 
discoverable, interpretable and reusable.


